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Definitions 
 There is no male or female in Christ Jesus (Gal. 3:28). 
Accordingly, all textual references to Male and female point to 
spiritual principles, and the words man and men, as well as the 
pronouns, he, his and him, include, woman, women, she and her. 

 Christ Jesus is the only spiritual male. Accordingly, all 
powers and principalities other than Christ Jesus are identified as 
female in relation to him. 

 The powers and principalities which have incarnated this 
fallen world (2 Cor. 4:4) are male in relation to fallen mankind, and 
female in relation to Christ Jesus. 

 

 

John 7:17-18 
17  If any man will do his will, he shall know of the doctrine, 

whether it be of God, or whether I speak of myself. 

18  He that speaketh of himself seeketh his own glory: but 
he that seeketh his glory that sent him, the same is true, and no 
unrighteousness is in him.  KJV 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

There are spiritual principles in the Scripture that are hidden, 
abbreviated, or condensed into symbols which the carnal mind lusts 
to interpret incorrectly, but only the Mind of God can unlock the 
Mystery of God.  

 Col 2:2 

2 THAT THEIR HEARTS MIGHT BE COMFORTED, BEING 
KNIT TOGETHER IN LOVE, AND UNTO ALL RICHES OF THE FULL 
ASSURANCE OF UNDERSTANDING, TO THE ACKNOWLEDGEMENT 
OF THE MYSTERY OF GOD, AND OF THE FATHER, AND OF CHRIST;  
KJV 

Rev 10:7  

7 BUT IN THE DAYS OF THE VOICE OF THE SEVENTH 
ANGEL, WHEN HE SHALL BEGIN TO SOUND, THE MYSTERY OF 
GOD SHOULD BE FINISHED, AS HE HATH DECLARED TO HIS 
SERVANTS THE PROPHETS.  KJV 

Someone who is under an intense instruction from the Lord might 
perceive an acceptable, if not exact, understanding of a symbol, such 
as, the Spirit of Elijah frees the human spirit.  

It is acceptable to associate the Spirit of Elijah with the liberation of 
the human spirit, because we know that elements within the Lord’s 
Kingdom are working actively to free humanity from the Serpent, 
and not vice versa.  

The reality, however, is that the Spirit of Elijah, which is appearing 
today as the Lord Jesus Christ, is freeing Adam’s Ox from the pit 
that it fell into before time began. 
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Ex 21:33-34 
33 AND IF A MAN SHALL OPEN A PIT, OR IF A MAN SHALL 

DIG A PIT, AND NOT COVER IT, AND AN OX OR AN ASS FALL 
THEREIN; 

 34 THE OWNER OF THE PIT SHALL MAKE IT GOOD, AND 
GIVE MONEY UNTO THE OWNER OF THEM; AND THE DEAD BEAST 
SHALL BE HIS. KJV 

Luke 14:5  

5 AND ANSWERED THEM, SAYING, WHICH OF YOU 
SHALL HAVE AN ASS OR AN OX FALLEN INTO A PIT, AND WILL NOT 
STRAIGHTWAY PULL HIM OUT ON THE SABBATH DAY?  KJV 
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THE GLORIFIED MAN 

 

The Ox in Ezekiel, Chapter 1 is one of the four aspects, or faces 
(man, lion, Ox, eagle) of Ezekiel’s glorified man, but the Ox 
becomes a cherub, Jehovah’s imaginary creature, in Ezekiel, 
Chapter 10, and a calf in Revelation, Chapter 4. The Greek word 
translated calf can also be translated young male bull. The Eagle 
appears in Revelation, Chapter 4 also, as the more mature flying 
eagle. 

Eze 1:10 

10 AS FOR THE LIKENESS OF THEIR FACES, THEY FOUR 
HAD THE FACE OF A MAN, AND THE FACE OF A LION, ON THE 
RIGHT SIDE: AND THEY FOUR HAD THE FACE OF AN OX ON THE 
LEFT SIDE; THEY FOUR ALSO HAD THE FACE OF AN EAGLE.  KJV 

 Eze 10:14 

 14 AND EVERY ONE HAD FOUR FACES: THE FIRST FACE 
WAS THE FACE OF A CHERUB, AND THE SECOND FACE WAS THE 
FACE OF A MAN, AND THE THIRD THE FACE OF A LION, AND THE 
FOURTH THE FACE OF AN EAGLE.  KJV 

Rev 4:7 

 7 AND THE FIRST BEAST WAS LIKE A LION, AND THE 
SECOND BEAST LIKE A CALF, AND THE THIRD BEAST HAD A FACE 
AS A MAN, AND THE FOURTH BEAST WAS LIKE A FLYING EAGLE.  
KJV 

The Hebrew word translated to fly, can also be translated to cover 
(which signifies spiritual headship) and to vanish (which signifies 
eternity, the point where the visible world disappears). 
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Does the idea of an invisible, eternal covering sound familiar? And 
what about someone reproducing himself by appearing in his 
offspring? Yes, the personality of the man, Jesus, is the spiritual Ox 
(personality) that is being born again in His spiritual offspring, and 
the spiritual man Christ Jesus is the Flying Eagle (eternal Mind of 
God) who covers the Ox (Personalities of the Body of Christ) with 
immortality. 

  The Ox is the Scriptural symbol for the human 

personality that is joined to Christ Jesus, the  

spiritual man who expresses Jehovah’s male mind.  

The thoughts of our mind declare that we are either a spiritual male 
or a spiritual female. Jehovah’s opinion (Christ Jesus in the New 
Testament) is male, and every other opinion is female in relation to 
Him. Physical males, as well as physical females, can have a male 
mind. 

Gal 3:28 

28 THERE IS NEITHER JEW NOR GREEK, THERE IS 
NEITHER BOND NOR FREE, THERE IS NEITHER MALE NOR FEMALE: 
FOR YE ARE ALL ONE IN CHRIST JESUS.  KJV 

   Personality is humanity’s emotional nature  

and our earthen (flesh) side. 
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 1 Tim 2:11-15 

11 LET THE WOMAN LEARN IN SILENCE WITH ALL 
SUBJECTION. 

12 BUT I SUFFER NOT A WOMAN TO TEACH, NOR TO 
USURP AUTHORITY OVER THE MAN, BUT TO BE IN SILENCE. 

13 FOR ADAM WAS FIRST FORMED, THEN EVE. 

14 AND ADAM WAS NOT DECEIVED, BUT THE WOMAN 
BEING DECEIVED WAS IN THE TRANSGRESSION. 

15 NOTWITHSTANDING SHE SHALL BE SAVED IN 
CHILDBEARING, IF THEY CONTINUE IN FAITH AND CHARITY AND 
HOLINESS WITH SOBRIETY.  KJV 

Paul is talking about the female carnal mind. The spiritual woman, 
the human being who thinks with, and lives out of his carnal mind, 
should not try to influence the human being who thinks with, and 
lives out of, the Christ Mind. 

So we see that the Eagle aspect of Ezekiel’s Glorified Man (Mind of 
God) became an eternal covering for the spiritual Ox (personality of 
the man, Jesus), which is being born again as a young bull (Body of 
Christ) with Jehovah’s nature. 
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ADAM, THE SEED OF HUMANITY 

 

The English word man is a translation of the Hebrew word, Adam, 
but there are two Hebrew words translated Adam.   

Strong’s #120 means humanity-at-large. 

Strong’s #121 signifies the personal Adam, who appears for the first 
time after the transgression, to hear the consequences that his 
behavior had unleashed upon himself and all of his descendants. 

Gen 3:17 

17 AND UNTO ADAM HE SAID, BECAUSE THOU HAST 
HEARKENED UNTO THE VOICE OF THY WIFE, AND HAST EATEN OF 
THE TREE, OF WHICH I COMMANDED THEE, SAYING, THOU SHALT 
NOT EAT OF IT: CURSED IS THE GROUND FOR THY SAKE; IN 
SORROW SHALT THOU EAT OF IT ALL THE DAYS OF THY LIFE;  
KJV 

So, we see that the man part of Ezekiel’s Glorified Man, is not 
speaking about the personal Adam, but about the undifferentiated 
seed of the whole of humanity. Elohim, Jehovah’s whole spiritual 
seminal fluid, has two sides: Energy, called Spirit in the Scripture, 
and Seed.  

The lion aspect of Ezekiel’s Glorified Man signifies the Spirit of 
Christ, (the spirit side of Elohim), and 

The eagle aspect of Ezekiel’s Glorified man signifies Michael (the 
Seed side of Elohim).
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ADAM, JEHOVAH’S THOUGHT FORM 

 

Jehovah had an idea, a creative thought: He imagined a visible 
image of the invisible God in the form of a previously unknown 
creature. And, immediately, a seed of electromagnetic radiation, 
programed to form a visible image of itself, issued forth. A cherub, 
Jehovah’s imaginary, previously unknown, creature, arose out of 
Jehovah’s creative force, and began to appear. 

We know that Jehovah’s thoughts are creative energy, and that His 
ways are very high, but it is still difficult for the carnal mind to 
comprehend Jehovah’s invisible imagination issuing forth to gather 
the material atoms which would form its own visible representation.  

A good example is an artist with an idea for a painting in his mind. 
He goes to the store, buys canvas, paints, and brushes, and transfers 
his invisible thought to a canvas that everybody can see. 

The mortal mind of the artist both thinks the thought and forms the 
image, but Jehovah’s thoughts are living things that have a 
consciousness of their own. 

    A thought is a spiritual seed of creative energy, 

a living thing in its own right, 

which is eventually born into the visible world. 
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A child, for example, is the visible image of the invisible seed that 
generated it. Everything in this world is a visible example of 
something spiritual -- if we have the wisdom to recognize it. 

So Jehovah had a creative thought, Let us make man [humanity], 
and that thought issued forth as a living thing with the spiritual 
authority to attract material atoms to itself, and to form them into a 
visible representation of Jehovah creative thought. 

The Greek language calls an invisible thought joined to the visible 
representation of itself, a logos (Word). Jesus Christ is called the 
Logos because His mind and personality are the perfect, visible 
image of the invisible Father. Jesus said, I am the shape of the 
Father, meaning, I am the Father’s thought form, and I am the 
only man, born of a woman, who can say that. Christ Jesus the 
inner, spiritual man within the mortal man, Jesus of Nazareth, was 
emancipated when He shed his physical body. 

Jn 1:1 

1 IN THE BEGINNING WAS THE WORD, AND THE WORD 
WAS WITH GOD, AND THE WORD WAS GOD.  KJV 

Jn 14:9 

9 JESUS SAITH UNTO HIM, HAVE I BEEN SO LONG TIME 
WITH YOU, AND YET HAST THOU NOT KNOWN ME, PHILIP? HE 
THAT HATH SEEN ME HATH SEEN THE FATHER; AND HOW SAYEST 
THOU THEN, SHOW US THE FATHER?  KJV 

Jn 5:37 

 37 AND THE FATHER HIMSELF, WHICH HATH SENT ME, 
HATH BORNE WITNESS OF ME. YE HAVE NEITHER HEARD HIS 
VOICE AT ANY TIME, NOR SEEN HIS SHAPE.  KJV 
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Heb 1:3 

3 WHO BEING THE BRIGHTNESS OF HIS GLORY, AND THE 
EXPRESS IMAGE OF HIS PERSON, AND UPHOLDING ALL THINGS BY 
THE WORD OF HIS POWER, WHEN HE HAD BY HIMSELF PURGED 
OUR SINS, SAT DOWN ON THE RIGHT HAND OF THE MAJESTY ON 
HIGH:  KJV 

Eph 3:16 

16 THAT HE WOULD GRANT YOU, ACCORDING TO THE 
RICHES OF HIS GLORY, TO BE STRENGTHENED WITH MIGHT BY HIS 
SPIRIT IN THE INNER MAN;  KJV 

Rom 8:11 

11 BUT IF THE SPIRIT OF HIM THAT RAISED UP JESUS 
FROM THE DEAD DWELL IN YOU, HE THAT RAISED UP CHRIST 
FROM THE DEAD SHALL ALSO QUICKEN YOUR MORTAL BODIES 
BY HIS SPIRIT THAT DWELLETH IN YOU.  KJV 

Lk 24:6 

6 HE IS NOT HERE, BUT IS RISEN: REMEMBER HOW HE 
SPAKE UNTO YOU WHEN HE WAS YET IN GALILEE,  KJV 

Adam (humanity) (Elohim’s female seed mixed with the dust), is the 
foundation seed of Jehovah’s thought form, and was, thus, destined 
to become a logos, an accurate, visible representation of Jehovah’s 
creative thought. 
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ADAM AND HIS OX, THE MIND OF GOD, 
AND THE PERSONALITY HE IS JOINED 

TO 
 

Jehovah formed Adam (humanity) from Elohim’s Spirit (lion), 
Elohim’s Seed (eagle), and the dust, and commanded that Adam 
(humanity) should be joined to a help meet. But the personal Adam 
does not appear until Genesis 3, so who, or what, is Adam’s help 
meet? 

Gen 2:7 

7 AND THE LORD GOD FORMED MAN OF THE DUST OF 
THE GROUND, AND BREATHED INTO HIS NOSTRILS THE BREATH 
OF LIFE; AND MAN BECAME A LIVING SOUL.  KJV 

Gen 2:18 

18 AND THE LORD GOD SAID, IT IS NOT GOOD THAT THE 
MAN SHOULD BE ALONE; I WILL MAKE HIM AN HELP MEET FOR 
HIM.  KJV 

Adam (humanity), the Mind of God within the Ox (personality), is 
the help meet that Jehovah called forth to protect the Ox (the 
spiritually female personality that he was to be joined to) from the 
seducing thoughts of the Serpent. Nevertheless, Jehovah’s 
imagination emerged with the nature of the Serpent, and an accurate 
representation of Jehovah’s nature, has not yet appeared. 
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Gen 3:17 

17 AND UNTO ADAM HE SAID, BECAUSE THOU HAST 
HEARKENED UNTO THE VOICE OF THY WIFE, AND HAST EATEN OF 
THE TREE, OF WHICH I COMMANDED THEE, SAYING, THOU SHALT 
NOT EAT OF IT: CURSED IS THE GROUND FOR THY SAKE; IN 
SORROW SHALT THOU EAT OF IT ALL THE DAYS OF THY LIFE;  
KJV 

Now, if you think that Adam, the creation of God, was a physical 
being in an animal body (like the physical body of mortal man), and 
that Jehovah formed one of Adam’s physical ribs into the animal 
body of a human woman, whose function was to cook for Adam and 
satisfy his sexual needs (which arise out of mankind’s fallen nature), 
you do not understand the meaning of, there is no marriage, or 
giving in marriage, in heaven. 

Matt 22:30 

30 FOR IN THE RESURRECTION THEY NEITHER MARRY, 
NOR ARE GIVEN IN MARRIAGE, BUT ARE AS THE ANGELS OF GOD 
IN HEAVEN.  KJV 

Lk 20:38 

38 FOR HE IS NOT A GOD OF THE DEAD, BUT OF THE 
LIVING: FOR ALL LIVE UNTO HIM.  KJV 

What is wrong with marriage? Marriage is a good thing for mortal 
men. Sexual intercourse within marriage is acceptable to God and 
blessed by Him for so long as we are down here in hell, but the 
institution of marriage will become obsolete when the many 
members of mortal humanity marry the Son of God, the only source 
of true immortality. 
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Rev 21:9 

9 AND THERE CAME UNTO ME ONE OF THE SEVEN 
ANGELS WHICH HAD THE SEVEN VIALS FULL OF THE SEVEN LAST 
PLAGUES, AND TALKED WITH ME, SAYING, COME HITHER, I WILL 
SHEW THEE THE BRIDE, THE LAMB'S WIFE.  KJV 

1 Tim 6:16 

16 WHO ONLY HATH IMMORTALITY, DWELLING IN THE 
LIGHT WHICH NO MAN CAN APPROACH UNTO; WHOM NO MAN 
HATH SEEN, NOR CAN SEE: TO WHOM BE HONOUR AND POWER 
EVERLASTING. AMEN.  KJV 

In all cultures, the very term man, means the strong one who takes 
care of the weak one, that is, the woman. But Christ Jesus, our new 
mind, swallows up the weaknesses of the flesh (personality), so that 
everyone, physical males and physical females, are made spiritually 
strong (male) through union with Christ Jesus. 

Wherefore, everyone who acquires and lives out of the immortal 
Mind of Christ (which overcomes the thoughts of our mortal carnal 
mind, and weakens our tendencies towards the activities of our 
bestial mortal nature), is a spiritual male. 

The physical body is mortal, requires physical food and engages in 
physical sexual intercourse (animal behavior), but the Sons of God 
will have a glorious, spiritual body, feast on the eternal Word of 
God, and engage in uninterrupted spiritual intercourse of the mind 
with the Lord Jesus Christ. Heaven is inhabited by spiritual males 
who have been liberated from their physical bodies, and now live 
out of the righteous, immortal Mind of the Lord Jesus Christ. 

I don’t know what Adam’s Ox looked like before the fall, but the 
Scripture suggests that she had an emotional, animal nature (the 
nature of the Earth), as opposed to Adam (Humanity’s) rational, 
spiritual mind. 
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So we see that marriage in our fallen world, typifies the relationship 
between Adam (Humanity) and the earthen animal nature that 
covers him. Marriage also typifies the relationship between mind 
(spirit) and personality (soul) before the fall. 

Some people call the animal nature, which is personality, soul. I try 
not to use the word, soul, because the Hebrew word translated soul 
in the Old Testament, speaks about the immortal living soul, but the 
Greek word translated soul in the New Testament, speaks about 
mortal man’s bestial soul. 

This difference confuses and deceives people into thinking that our 
fallen soul (personality) is immortal when, in fact, the Christian use 
of the word soul points to our mortal, dead soul (personality), which 
is being saved. 

Soul is the emotional, animal part 

of ourselves, which is called personality.  

The relationship between men and women has changed a great deal 
in recent years, especially in the West. But, traditionally speaking, 
the man is the strong one, the dominator, the head, the ruler, and the 
protector of the woman, who is the weak, needy one that cannot 
survive without the man. Yet everyone with eyes to see, knows that 
there are many women today who are full well able to protect, and 
provide for, themselves. I, myself, am a physical woman. 

The traditional male, female relationship is a type of the spiritual 
marriage between the man, Christ Jesus, and the spiritually female 
personalities of mortal man. Spiritually speaking, the female 
personalities of mortal man will never be able to protect and provide 
for themselves. The very fact that we die proves that we cannot take 
care of ourselves. 

Male and female are spiritual principles 

which manifest as conditions of mind. 
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I am talking about the male mind and the female mind or, the male 
opinion, as opposed to the female opinion. I am not talking about 
the physical males and females of our fallen world, or their 
relationship to each other. But, praise be to God, every physical 
woman, as well as every physical man (who are both spiritually 
female because their personality is mortal), has the potential to 
ascend into spiritual manhood through Christ Jesus. 

A bull is a ferocious and virtually untamable animal, but castration 
converts him into an Ox, a domesticated, yet still physically 
powerful, animal. But an altered bull cannot reproduce itself, 
because castration dries up the animal’s male hormones. 

We are using the traditional types of male (bull), female (Ox), and 
human marriage, to explain spiritual truths. So, everything that I say 
about the woman, or the female, is speaking about the spiritual type 
that the woman represents, which is the Ox. 

Adam was joined to a spiritual, not a physical, Ox. I don’t know 
what Adam’s Ox looked like, but the name, Ox, is given, because 
the Church is so carnal that physical examples are the only way that 
we can understand creation, the fall, and the promised regeneration 
of humanity. 

 Matt 12:8 

 8 FOR THE SON OF MAN IS LORD EVEN OF THE SABBATH 
DAY.  KJV 
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ADAM, THE CIVILIZED MAN 

 

Jehovah does not attribute any spiritual value to the Earth. He even 
calls it nothing. The spiritual Earth became conscious, spiritual clay 
when Elohim’s waters passed through its particles. Then, Adam 
(humanity), Jehovah’s invisible imagination, formed a visible, 
spiritual Ox out of the clay of the Primordial Serpent’s household, 
and covered himself with her. 

 Gen 1:9 

 9 AND GOD SAID, LET THE WATERS UNDER THE HEAVEN 
BE GATHERED TOGETHER UNTO ONE PLACE, AND LET THE DRY 
LAND APPEAR: AND IT WAS SO.  KJV 

Adam (humanity) made an Ox which had the strength of a wild 
animal, but could not reproduce itself as a spiritual wild animal, 
because the spiritual wild animal was castrated when Adam 
(humanity), the creature’s mind, was added to it. 

Behold, I show you a mystery: When Adam (humanity) dominates 
the Ox made from the spiritual Earth, Adam, a Civilized Man with 
Jehovah’s nature, appears in a visible world, but when the Ox 
dominates Adam (humanity), a wild animal with the Primordial 
Serpent’s nature appears in an illegal, parallel world. 
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TWO WINDOWS OF CREATION 
 

So humanity (Adam), Jehovah’s energy string, entered into the 
Lower Window Of Creation, and the Earth received consciousness, 
because Elohim, Jehovah’s Spirit, is in humanity (Adam). 

 Gen 1:7 

 7 AND GOD MADE THE FIRMAMENT, AND DIVIDED THE 
WATERS WHICH WERE UNDER THE FIRMAMENT FROM THE 
WATERS WHICH WERE ABOVE THE FIRMAMENT: AND IT WAS SO.  
KJV 

The conscious Earth that remained in the lower window is called the 
Primordial Serpent, Adam’s dark shadow and the conscious Earth 
that clave to Adam (humanity) and ascended back into the Upper 
Window of Creation with him, is called Ox. 

Adam’s Ox has the nature of the wild animal in the Lower Window 
of Creation, but is castrated in the Upper Window of Creation, where 
she is joined to Adam (humanity), her righteous mind. 
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JEHOVAH AND ELOHIM, TWO KINDS OF 
ENERGY 

 

Adam (humanity) is the mind of the Ox, and Adam (humanity), 
together with the Ox, is Elohim’s Civilized Man. 

Mind carries the electric charge, called spirit, which keeps us alive. 
The human spirit is dispersed throughout every aspect of our body. 
The brain is the controller, and mind operates through the brain. In 
the terminology of quantum mechanics, mind is a wave as opposed 
to a single particle. This means that mind is spread out, and can 
occupy more than one space at a time. 

The visible creation is a spiritual tapestry made from two forms of 
interwoven energy that emanate from the same source, but 
differentiate into two distinct forms: Static Energy and Dynamic 
Energy. Static energy is inactive and serves as the background 
threads that the dynamic, active energy, weaves itself through.  

We see this same principle in the human embryo, which begins as a 
single lump of protoplasm that differentiates into specialized cells, 
each with its own unique function. All of the cells are identical at 
the beginning, but some become liver cells, others, heart cells, etc.  

There is only one God, Jehovah, but there is a spiritual, military 
hierarchy, of Himself, which manifests as His creative thought. 
Jehovah is static energy, and Elohim, who is appearing today as the 
Lord Jesus Christ, is Jehovah’s dynamic energy. Elohim is the 
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dynamic aspect of Jehovah. Jehovah thinks, and His thought 
command manifests as Elohim.  

Everything that exists, exists because of and within Jehovah, who is 
appearing to us today through Elohim and the Lord Jesus Christ, the 
spiritual garment, or personality that covers him. There is nothing 
beyond Jehovah, so every other manifestation of Himself must be a 
part of His dynamic self.  
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MICHAEL, ELOHIM’S SEED 

 

A good example of this spiritual principle is raw cotton spun into 
warp and woof threads, which are woven together to produce cloth. 
Jehovah manifests as Elohim, a dynamic aspect of Himself, to bring 
His own thoughts into existence. Jehovah’s thoughts emanate as 
strings of electromagnetic energy, each of which is an aspect, or a 
Seed, of Elohim. Each of these spiritual Seeds, has the potential to 
mature into an accurate image of the One who thought him into 
existence. 

 Ps 12:6 

 6 THE WORDS OF THE LORD ARE PURE WORDS: AS 
SILVER TRIED IN A FURNACE OF EARTH, PURIFIED SEVEN TIMES.  
KJV 

The Lord Jesus Christ is Elohim’s Seed sown into humanity. Some 
think that each individual, mortal man is Elohim’s Seed in his own 
right, but this is not true. The man, Jesus, is the only one who was 
born from the Father’s Seed. The rest of us have received a cutting 
of the Lord Jesus’ life. 

Col 1:18 

 18 AND HE IS THE HEAD OF THE BODY, THE CHURCH: 
WHO IS THE BEGINNING, THE FIRSTBORN FROM THE DEAD; THAT 
IN ALL THINGS HE MIGHT HAVE THE PREEMINENCE.  KJV 

Michael, the Seed side of Elohim, Jehovah=s seminal fluid, is 
creative energy programmed to complete itself by forming an 
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accurate image of Jehovah=s imagination. The name of the whole 
thought form (thought and representative image), is Adam (Strong’s 
#120). 

Michael passes through the matter stream (an aggregation of 
material, earthen atoms), and gathers sufficient atoms around 
himself to form Adam, Jehovah’s Civilized Man, the image of 
Himself.  
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SIN IN THE LOWER WINDOW OF 
CREATION 

 

The Primordial Serpent rose up against Adam (humanity), the 
spiritual mind of Elohim’s Civilized Man, stole Adam’s Ox and 
married her. And that is how the Primordial Serpent birthed her 
unstable, emotional mind into Elohim’s Civilized Man, and changed 
Him into a murderous wild animal that is trapped under the sea, in 
the Lower Window of Creation, to this very day. 

The Windows of Creation are also called rooms. Jesus’ disciples 
were not waiting in the upper room of some physical building. They 
were waiting in a spiritual room, for a spiritual experience. They 
were waiting in the Upper Room of the Creation, which means that 
their consciousness was gathered into the higher centers, which are 
above the firmament. 

What does above the firmament mean? 

   Above the firmament means 

to have your whole consciousness 

(spirit and personality) 

gathered together into one of the energy centers 

that is connected to, or influenced by, 

the glorified Jesus Christ. 
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If your consciousness is gathered into 

the Lower Window, or the Lower Room of the Creation, 

you are in the Kingdom of Darkness. 
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CHRIST, THE ONLY REALITY 

 

Our consciousness must be connected to a spiritual kingdom in order 
to exist in this world. A physical example of this spiritual principle, 
is that we cannot exist without a brain, a spinal column, lungs or a 
heart. 

The people who are coming out of the pit, which is this present 
world, are those who are rejecting Satan and Leviathan and choosing 
Christ Jesus. Their choice cannot be an exercise in recitation. It must 
be a reality coming out of their heart. You cannot say, I choose 
Christ, and then go out and do your own thing. Your words must 
line up with what is actually happening in your heart. 

When Jesus looks at your heart, or when a spiritual man looks at 
your heart, when I look at your heart, I do not listen to your words. 
Everybody here knows that. I don’t listen to what your words are 
telling me, and I don’t care if your carnal mind believes your own 
words. I am looking right into your heart, and I know what is in 
there. 

We do not always know it, when what comes out of our mouth does 
not line up with what is in their heart. Some people lie deliberately, 
and others are deceived by Satan, who is their own unconscious 
mind. 

At this time, mortal man is in this confused state. Those who are 
flagging Jesus down and willing to do whatever is necessary to get 
help, are the ones who are transferring from their carnal mind into 
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the Christ mind. These are the ones whose emotional animal 
(personality) is being saved. 
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ADAM’S OX IS US 
 

This is the Doctrine of the Ox. It is about who we are. When we 
separate from our true husband, the rational mind of Christ, we are 
just that, a spiritual Ox. Mortal man is just that, a spiritual Ox. But 
when we are braided together, once again, with our true husband, 
the resurrected Adam in the person of the Lord Jesus Christ, we 
become Elohim’s Sons, the generation of the Lord Jesus Christ. 

The Lord Jesus Christ Is bringing forth His Son in us, who is called 
Christ in the New Testament. When our personality is fully braided 
together with Christ Jesus in our heart center, this spiritual Ox, 
which we are, will be glorious. We will be so woven together with 
the Son of God, that there will be no separation between Christ Jesus 
and his Ox. We will be called the sons of God. 

But for so long as we continue to be married to Leviathan, spiritually 
speaking, we are the herd of spiritual Oxen that the Serpent’s 
household feeds upon. That is why we die. Leviathan and the Cain, 
the subconscious and conscious parts of our carnal mind, are feeding 
off of the life-giving energy that Adam gave to His bride, the Ox 
(personality) that covers Him. 

   Adam’s energy is the animation of the creation,  

even when it is possessed by the Serpent  

who used it to form this present world  

called death and hell. 
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So, we see that the Ox (personality) is an integral part of the visible 
creation, and that she is the female side of the Living beast that died 
spiritually when the Primordial Serpent killed Adam. 

When the Scripture talks about the woman in Genesis, it is speaking 
about the spiritual Ox (personality) that Adam was joined to. Adam 
was not joined to a human woman that looks like your wife, or your 
mother. Lord Jesus, help us all to understand this. It is the Ox 
(personality) that is being saved. 

Lk 14:5  

5 AND ANSWERED THEM, SAYING, WHICH OF YOU 
SHALL HAVE AN ASS OR AN OX FALLEN INTO A PIT, AND WILL NOT 
STRAIGHTWAY PULL HIM OUT ON THE SABBATH DAY?  KJV 
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ADAM FORTIFIED 

 

The human spirit is being liberated, but Adam’s Ox, the 
personalities of fallen humanity, is the object of salvation.  

The Spirit of Elijah [the Lord Jesus] penetrates the right side of the 
heart center to save the Ox, but it is not the Spirit of Elijah, alone, 
who saves them. The Fortified Adam [Christ Jesus] saves them. 

The Spirit of Elijah strengthens 

the resurrected Adam and then 

joins with him. The Spirit of Elijah 

and the resurrected Adam are, 

collectively, called the Fortified Adam. It is inaccurate to say that 
the Spirit of Elijah [the glorified Jesus Christ] saves the Ox 
(personality), because Adam [Christ’s] Ox (personality) is saved by 
the resurrected Adam [Christ] AND the Spirit of Elijah, braided 
together in a spiritual marriage (Christ in the individual, married to 
the glorified Jesus Christ). 

The Fortified Adam [Christ Jesus] is the Name that the Lord gave 
me to identify this Unified Man, and to distinguish Adam [Christ] 
married to the Spirit of Elijah [the glorified Jesus Christ] from the 
widowed Adam. It is much less cumbersome to say the Fortified 
Adam, than to say Adam and the Spirit of Elijah [Christ and the 
Lord Jesus Christ]. Truthfully, though, the Fortified Adam [Christ 
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Jesus] is more than Adam [Christ], plus the Spirit of Elijah [the 
glorified Jesus], because the two become a new entity (the Fortified 
Adam) [Old Testament], or Christ Jesus [New Testament], which 
is greater than 1 + 1. 

Marriage is more than one man and one woman. The two are the 
beginning of a dynasty, even before and they have children. They 
are now a married couple, which is greater than one man plus one 
woman.  

Adam [Christ] enters into an even greater expression of mankind 
after he is fortified. The Fortified Adam [Christ Jesus] becomes 
Adam becomes king over the personality when he dries up Satan’s 
sea of negative energy and drives her out of the right side of Heart 
Center. King Adam rules over the whole (Left and Right side of) the 
Heart Center, which causes Adam [Christ’s] Ox (personality) to, 
once again, become a Living Beast. 

This is what happened in the man, Jesus, who is in the process of 
begetting a whole generation of spiritual Sons who will have a 
similar experience. 

Let’s review this spiritual principle for those of us who are 
experiencing Adam (Christ in the New Testament) rising from the 
dead within us. 
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Adam/Christ Resurrected In You (the difference) 

  

I. Adam 

   Adam is the Mind of God  

that appears in many personalities (spiritual oxen). 

Aspects of the personalities that Adam appears in, cling to Him and 
become a permanent part of Him. Adam rose from the dead in the 
man, Elijah, and braided together with Him. Elijah’s personality was 
saved when he was joined to Adam, the Mind of God, and Adam, 
the Mind of God, appeared through the personality of Elijah. This is 
the Old Testament now. Adam was resurrected in the man, Jesus, in 
the New Testament. 

1 Cor 15:45 

45 AND SO IT IS WRITTEN, THE FIRST MAN ADAM WAS 
MADE A LIVING SOUL; THE LAST ADAM WAS MADE A 
QUICKENING SPIRIT.  KJV 

Rev 22:13 

13 I AM ALPHA AND OMEGA, THE BEGINNING AND THE 
END, THE FIRST AND THE LAST.  KJV 

The Spirit of Elijah is so braided together with Adam now, that they 
are one. Elijah’s personality, a manifestation of Adam [Christ 
Jesus’] Ox, and Adam, the rational Mind of God, are married, and 
the name of the spiritual man, or the glorified man, is Elijah, the 
glorified Elijah [the glorified Jesus Christ in the New Testament]. 
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Then the glorified Elijah sent forth an aspect of himself and 
incarnated as the man, Jesus, who was also glorified. The 
personality known as Jesus of Nazareth braided together with the 
glorified man, Elijah, who is Adam, Jehovah’s Righteous Mind, 
joined to Elijah’s personality. So we now have two personalities 
braiding together with Adam: the personality of Elijah, and the 
personality of Jesus. Well, how can one mind have two 
personalities? 

Brethren, this situation can be likened to the human physical and 
emotional maturation of this world. You are one person when you 
are five years old and another person when you are six years old, 
and certainly by the time you become 20, you are a different person 
than you were at five years, or at one year. You are presently the 
sum total of every experience you have ever had, since you were 
born. 

In this present world, we, the personality, Adam’s Ox, keep our 
name as we mature from year to year, but a 50 year old is not 
walking in the same mentality that they walked in as a five year old 
little girl or boy. According to the Law of the Ox (personality), we 
walk in, and live out of, the most mature nature and the highest 
mentality that we have attained to at our present age. 

Likewise, the glorified man (Adam, together with Elijah and Jesus) 
walks in, and lives out of, the fullest spiritual maturity that he has 
attained to, but his name changes with each new personality that he 
acquires. 

In our temporal world, this would be likened to calling ourselves by 
the name of the year that we are experiencing. For example, in the 
first year of our life, we would be called, year No. 1. In the second 
year of a life, we would be called two-year old, in the 20th year of 
our life, we might be called twentieth. The glorified man takes the 
name of the spiritual Ox (personality) that covers him in each 
incarnation. 
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JESUS AND ELIJAH 

 

Mark 9:4 

 4 AND THERE APPEARED UNTO THEM ELIAS WITH 
MOSES: AND THEY WERE TALKING WITH JESUS.  KJV 

So, the Spirit of Elijah incarnated Jesus, Jesus overcame Satan, the 
unconscious part of the carnal mind that He received from His 
mother, and the personality of Jesus of Nazareth, the Son of Man, 
was saved. Adam, Jehovah’s incarnating Mind, experienced another 
year of His spiritual lifetime as Jesus of Nazareth, and acquired the 
Name of that personality. 

Matt 17:3 

3 AND, BEHOLD, THERE APPEARED UNTO THEM MOSES 
AND ELIAS TALKING WITH HIM.  KJV 

Adam is no longer appearing as the Spirit of Elijah in the New 
Testament, because Jesus, the Messiah, was crucified, rose from the 
dead and ascended on high.  

The Spirit of Elijah is appearing today as the glorified Jesus Christ. 

The glorified Jesus Christ is pouring out of His Spirit into the Earth 
today in the form of spiritual Seed that is grafting to the Heart 
Center of the many members of Adam’s Ox (personality). 
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THE GENEALOGY OF ELOHIM’S 
SPIRITUAL MAN 

 

The Seed of the Lord Jesus that is grafted to the Heart Center of a 
mortal man, is a Living, Holy Thing, even the spiritual offspring of 
the glorified Jesus Christ, who is the offspring of Elijah, who is the 
offspring of Adam, who is the offspring of Michael, the Seed of 
Elohim, who is the Spiritual seminal fluid of Jehovah. 

So, in this hour, the Jew who doesn’t understand any of this, the Jew 
who pours through the Scripture because his heart is hungering for 
God, but has been taught for many generations that Jesus is not 
Messiah, may very well have a relationship with the Spirit of Elijah. 

Now, it is really the Spirit of Jesus Christ, but he thinks it is the Spirit 
of Elijah, because he doesn’t understand that Adam has incarnated 
again since his appearance as Elijah. Neither does he recognize 
Adam standing behind Jesus, his most recent garment. But man, 
nevertheless, has a real union with the spirit of Jesus Christ. 

Now, I hear all the Pharisees yelling, heresy, heresy, Jesus is the 
only Savior! This is true, but who is Jesus? He is this present day 
incarnation of the Spirit of Elijah. 

Jesus, the Christ, is the Savior of the world. 

Elijah is the Savior of Israel. Does this mean that the Jew can attain 
salvation through the Spirit of Elijah? No, because, for all intents 
and purposes, the Spirit of Elijah has been swallowed up by the 
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Spirit of Jesus Christ. There is no separation or difference, between 
the two.  

Don’t worry about it if you don’t understand what I just said. Jesus 
Christ is Lord! He’s Savior of the world! 
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ELIJAH AND JOHN THE BAPTIST 
 

The Spirit of Elijah did not incarnate in John the Baptist, alone. Why 
would Elijah do that when John the Baptist was about to be 
beheaded? It makes no sense at all. I tell you the truth, if the Spirit 
of Elijah had incarnated in John the Baptist, alone, John would have 
risen from the dead. He would not have stayed dead. 

If you are looking for the Spirit of Elijah, brethren, if you would like 
to locate him, you must look for the one who is alive, not the one 
who died. Elijah did not incarnate to reconcile the fathers to the 
children through a man who was appointed to death by decapitation. 

Matt 11:14 

14 AND IF YE WILL RECEIVE IT, THIS IS ELIAS, WHICH 
WAS FOR TO COME.  KJV 

Mal 4:6 

6 AND HE SHALL TURN THE HEART OF THE FATHERS TO 
THE CHILDREN, AND THE HEART OF THE CHILDREN TO THEIR 
FATHERS, LEST I COME AND SMITE THE EARTH WITH A CURSE. 
KJV 

That is irrational! 

Only the carnal mind would believe that! 

Elijah lives! 
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According to the prophet Malachi, Elijah lives, and according to the 
correct translation of the New Testament Scripture, Elijah lives in 
his most recent garment, the personality of Jesus of Nazareth, who 
became the Christ. 

Why would Elijah incarnate in John the Baptist, alone, who died 
without a resurrection? Elijah already went to heaven without dying. 
He went up in a blaze of chariots, which means that he was glorified. 
Well, after that glorious experience, why would Elijah incarnate as 
John the Baptist, and die without a resurrection? Isn’t that going 
backwards? It doesn’t make any sense, brethren. 

2 Kings 2:11 

11 AND IT CAME TO PASS, AS THEY STILL WENT ON, AND 
TALKED, THAT, BEHOLD, THERE APPEARED A CHARIOT OF FIRE, 
AND HORSES OF FIRE, AND PARTED THEM BOTH ASUNDER; AND 
ELIJAH WENT UP BY A WHIRLWIND INTO HEAVEN.  KJV 

Elijah incarnated in the man Jesus, and it was because of that very 
fact, that the Spirit of Elijah was within the man Jesus, that Jesus 
rose from the dead. That’s why Jesus rose from the dead! Elijah was 
Jesus’ inner man, with one more year of spiritual growth and 
spiritual experiences attached to Him through the personality, Jesus 
of Nazareth. 

Jesus rose from the dead because glorified life was 
already within Him, and the name of the life that was 
within Him is Elijah. 

Now, if Jesus was glorified because the Spirit of Elijah was in Him, 
and Jesus is presently pouring out of His glorified spirit upon all 
flesh, if Christ Jesus is in you, that same life that was in Jesus of 
Nazareth is in you, too. 

And if that same Spirit that raised Jesus of Nazareth from the dead 
dwells in you, He is full well able to raise your mortal personality 
out of hell and death also. 
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Rom 6:12 

12 LET NOT SIN THEREFORE REIGN IN YOUR MORTAL 
BODY, THAT YE SHOULD OBEY IT IN THE LUSTS THEREOF.  KJV 

But we are not calling that glorified life Elijah any more, we are 
calling him Jesus. Adam, Jehovah’s righteous mind which was in 
Elijah, has married another personality, even the man, Jesus, and 
now Adam, Elijah and Jesus are all fully woven together as one 
spiritual man.  

   Elijah, the Savior of Israel, is become Jesus,  

the Savior of the world. 

Jesus, as a Jew, utilized Elijah’s spiritual strength to run the race for 
the prize of the high calling of God which is in Christ Jesus. And 
now, because Jesus utilized the strength of the Spirit of Elijah to 
sacrifice the carnal mind that he inherited from his mother, and was 
glorified, Jesus’ spiritual blood is available to everyone who is 
willing to run that race, and fight the fight, that defeats his own sin 
nature. 

You no longer have to be a Jew to access Jehovah’s  

spiritual power to overcome death. 

Jehovah’s strength, in the person of the Lord Jesus  

Christ, is now available to the world. 

Just for the record, Elijah incarnated in both Jesus and John, and 
John passed his portion on to Jesus when he baptized Him. That is 
why it was necessary for John to baptize Jesus. Jesus received the 
double portion, the full anointing of the Spirit of Elijah, at His 
baptism. 
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Matt 3:13-15 

13 THEN COMETH JESUS FROM GALILEE TO JORDAN 
UNTO JOHN, TO BE BAPTIZED OF HIM. 

14 BUT JOHN FORBAD HIM, SAYING, I HAVE NEED TO BE 
BAPTIZED OF THEE, AND COMEST THOU TO ME? 

15 AND JESUS ANSWERING SAID UNTO HIM, SUFFER IT 
TO BE SO NOW: FOR THUS IT BECOMETH US TO FULFIL ALL 
RIGHTEOUSNESS. THEN HE SUFFERED HIM.  KJV 

Indeed, it was the voice of Elijah that called Jesus my beloved Son. 
The glorified Jesus is the Son of Elijah, and Christ Jesus, this present 
spiritual generation, is the many-membered Son of Jesus Christ.  
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SALVATION OF THE SOUL 
 

So, it is our personality, our spiritual Ox, that is being saved. You 
have been taught that it is our soul that’s being saved, and that’s true. 
But the English word soul, has two different meanings in the Old 
and New Testaments and is, therefore, a confusing word. 

Not many people know that the soul that’s being saved, is actually 
their personality. I say personality instead of soul, because that’s 
what’s being saved, your personality. 

Your personality is the Ox that is being pulled out of the pit, and she 
is the same Ox that is in the right side of the heart center, which is 
under Satan’s waters. The Fortified Adam, Adam [Christ Jesus] 
fortified by the Spirit of Elijah [the glorified Jesus Christ], must fight 
and defeat Satan to liberate His Ox. 

Lk 14:5 

5 AND ANSWERED THEM, SAYING, WHICH OF YOU 
SHALL HAVE AN ASS OR AN OX FALLEN INTO A PIT, AND WILL NOT 
STRAIGHTWAY PULL HIM OUT ON THE SABBATH DAY?  KJV 

Your personality will be saved when Adam [Christ Jesus] rises from 
the dead in you, marries Elijah [the ascended Jesus Christ], defeats 
Satan, your own unconscious mind, and secures you, the 
personality, His spiritual Ox, in the Brow Center, which is beyond 
Satan’s grasp. 
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Our personal spiritual experience with Jesus, 

either through faith, or through the Holy Spirit, 

must be nailed to, and secured in our mind (Brow Center) 

through knowledge and understanding. 

Spirituality, or spiritual gifts, will not save our personality from 
physical death. We are saved when the Holy Mind of God lives in 
us and rules over the mortal mind that we were born with, because 
life and death is in the power of the tongue, which speaks the 
thoughts of the mind. 

Prov 18:21 

21 DEATH AND LIFE ARE IN THE POWER OF THE TONGUE: 
AND THEY THAT LOVE IT SHALL EAT THE FRUIT THEREOF.  KJV 

The Ox (personality) is formed from the ocean bed of the Lower 
Window Of Creation, which makes her a member of the Primordial 
Serpent’s household, which is appointed to hell and death. It is, 
therefore, unnatural for Adam’s Ox (the personalities of mortal 
humanity) to dwell in the light of the Upper Window Of Creation, 
which no mortal man has the strength to approach. But thanks be to 
God who has given us this privilege through our Lord, Jesus Christ. 

1 Tim 6:16 

 16 WHO ONLY HATH IMMORTALITY, DWELLING IN THE 
LIGHT WHICH NO MAN CAN APPROACH UNTO; WHOM NO MAN 

HATH SEEN, NOR CAN SEE: TO WHOM BE HONOUR AND POWER 
EVERLASTING. AMEN.  KJV 
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Adam/Christ Resurrected In You (the difference) 

II. Christ 

Cain and Abel are the mortal foundation of fallen humanity, who are 
spiritually dead because of their sin nature. Abel is Adam [Christ 
Jesus’] root system within mortal man, but Abel lies dead, buried 
under Cain’s spiritual ground, even the very same ground that Adam 
[Christ Jesus’] Ox is formed from.  

Adam [Christ Jesus] begins to rise from the dead when Christ, the 
Seed of the Lord Jesus Christ (the Mind of Christ), is grafted to Abel 
in a mortal man. Christ (the Seed of the Lord Jesus) then ascends 
into the Left side of the Heart Center, from where He wages war 
upon Satan. 

It is not really accurate to say that Adam is rising from the dead, 
because Adam is presently known as Christ Jesus, the name of His 
most recent incarnation.  

It is more accurate to say that Christ is rising in us, since Adam 
married Elijah, who married Jesus, who is reproducing Himself in 
us through an aspect, or a Seed, of His glorified self. 

Now, it is not the mortal man, the human being, Jesus, who is rising 
in us, but Christ, the offspring of the glorified Jesus Christ. The 
Fortified Adam (Adam married to the Spirit of Elijah), wove himself 
together with the personality of the mortal man, Jesus, and translated 
Jesus, the personality born of a woman, into the eternal world. 

What happened to the physical man Jesus? His personality was so 
completely braided together with Adam [Christ Jesus], His New 
Mind, that Jesus, the personality, became a part of the Body of the 
resurrected Adam, that glorious Holy One, who last appeared as the 
Spirit of Elijah. Jesus’ physical body ceased to exist, brethren, when 
Jesus’ personality became Adam’s outermost garment. 
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Adam was born again as the spiritual man, Jesus, the Christ, who 
was glorified, and now Christ, the Seed of the glorified Jesus Christ, 
is being sown in us.  

In the hour that Jesus of Nazareth, who was the Christ, was glorified 
and ascended into the eternal timeline, the garment (physical body) 
that he needed to exist in this fallen timeline, disintegrated. The 
empty garment, or the carcase just ceased to exist when Christ Jesus, 
the spiritual man, left this timeline. 

Matt 24:28 

28 FOR WHERESOEVER THE CARCASE IS, THERE WILL 
THE EAGLES BE GATHERED TOGETHER.  KJV 

It is helpful to think of the physical body as an aggregation of 
material atoms, and the spiritual man within the physical body, as 
the spiritual nervous system (brain and spinal column) of the whole 
man. 

The spiritual man (spiritual nervous system) acts as a magnetized 
pole that the etheric particles of the physical nervous system cling 
to. The etheric brain and spinal column are the invisible, spiritual 
underside of the physical nervous system. 

When the pole (spiritual man) separates from the garment (gross 
physical body), or its magnetic attraction diminishes because of 
illness or another weakening influence, the material atoms that are 
clinging to the invisible pole (to form the physical image), 
demagnetize and fly apart. 

In the case of Jesus of Nazareth, however, that righteous spiritual 
man was liberated from the restraints of Jesus’ physical body by the 
power of His own Will. 

Every form, including human beings that you see in this world, is a 
mass of material atoms, clumped together according to a specific 
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program or pattern, and held in that configuration, from 
microsecond to microsecond, by a mind superior to the mind of 
mortal man, but inferior to the Mind of God. This whole world, 
including our bodies, is one giant thought form, with many smaller 
thought forms within it. We are thought forms. That’s what we are. 

Jesus, the Christ, utilized Elijah’s strength to sacrifice His carnal 
mind. Now, we, mortal man, have the same opportunity to rise into 
increasingly greater spiritual strength, through a personal 
relationship with the glorified Jesus Christ, and the Body of Christ, 
His reflection in the Earth. 
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SATAN, THE SPIRITUAL SEA, AND THE 
TWO HEART CENTERS 

 

Abel, called the Mind of Christ in the New Testament, fights against 
the envy, pride and sin that arises out of that unrighteous carnal 
mind, which causes us to die. The more we, the personality, cleave 
to the resurrected Christ within us, and wage a warfare against our 
carnal mind, the more Christ increases in strength within us. The 
physical body gets stronger when we exercise and, likewise, the 
more the personality cleaves to the righteous Mind of Christ, the 
more we ascend towards the surface of the spiritual sea. 

Satan is the personal name for the sea of electromagnetic energy that 
we live in. Abel, who Cain buried under Satan’s ocean bed, ascends 
and pierces through the surface of Satan’s sea, into the left side of 
the Heart Center, which is dry ground. Dry ground signifies a place 
beyond Satan’s authority. 

We previously discovered that there are two sides to the Heart 
Center, but now the Lord tells us that there are actually two heart 
centers. 

One Heart Center, which is called the Right, or the Lower, Heart 
Center, is connected to the Kingdom of Darkness, and the Left, or 
the Upper, Heart Center, is connected to the Kingdom of God. The 
two Heart Centers touch each other, but the Lord told me that they 
are two separate centers. 
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You may have heard me say, the left side of the heart center, and, 
the right side of the heart center, because, at the time, we needed 
this duality to understand the Doctrine Of the Two Heart Centers. 
But the Lord has now clarified this spiritual principle by explaining 
that what we previously thought to be the left and right sides of a 
single center, are really two different centers. The Kingdom of God, 
and the Kingdom of Darkness, each has its own separate and distinct 
Heart Center, located in its own spiritual dimension, and these two 
spiritual dimensions are contiguous. 

Piercing through Satan means to ascend to a place where Satan can 
no longer control you. The Scripture calls this state of being walking 
on dry ground. Satan loses her power to influence or dominate the 
personality that has ascended to dry ground. 

Ex 14:16 

16 BUT LIFT THOU UP THY ROD, AND STRETCH OUT 
THINE HAND OVER THE SEA, AND DIVIDE IT: AND THE CHILDREN 
OF ISRAEL SHALL GO ON DRY GROUND THROUGH THE MIDST OF 
THE SEA.  KJV 

Josh 3:17 

17 AND THE PRIESTS THAT BARE THE ARK OF THE 
COVENANT OF THE LORD STOOD FIRM ON DRY GROUND IN THE 
MIDST OF JORDAN, AND ALL THE ISRAELITES PASSED OVER ON 
DRY GROUND, UNTIL ALL THE PEOPLE WERE PASSED CLEAN 
OVER JORDAN.  KJV 

So, Abel pierces through Satan and ascends to the surface of the 
spiritual sea. This means that Abel enters into the righteous world 
above, despite Satan, the spiritual gravity which would abort Abel, 
the Christ mind, if it could, by drawing the personality down toward 
the lower centers. 

Satan’s spiritual gravity is the pull of sin. The personality who 
overcomes Satan, braids together with Abel, the Christ Mind within 
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her, and together, they pierce into the Left Side of the Heart Center, 
the place beyond Satan’s influence. Satan loses control over the 
personality that abides in the Left side of the Heart Center, but, 
nevertheless, continues to pursue her while she is there. 

Rev 12:13 

13 AND WHEN THE DRAGON SAW THAT HE WAS CAST 
UNTO THE EARTH, HE PERSECUTED THE WOMAN WHICH 
BROUGHT FORTH THE MAN CHILD.  KJV 
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ABEL AND ADAM, THE MIND OF GOD 
 

The resurrected Abel [Christ] is the mortal Mind of God. Adam is 
the immortal Mind of God. Abel is Adam’s root system. Adam 
[Christ Jesus], the mature Mind of God, rises from the dead within 
the personality when Abel, Adam’s spiritual root system, pierces 
through Satan. The personality begins to walk on dry ground when 
Abel, the ascended Christ consciousness within the personality, rises 
into the Heart Center of the Kingdom of God. 

So, when Adam guards the Left Side of the Heart Center, the 
personality has the power to resist and Satan, and push her back. The 
personality that is under Adam [Christ Jesus’] protection, defeats 
Satan’s devices every time.  
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IMMORTALITY 
 

An immortal mind does not make one immortal. We are still mortal, 
even when Adam [Christ Jesus], the Mind of God, is in us. We 
ascend into immortality only when Adam [Christ Jesus], our 
immortal mind, so completely covers over our carnal mind, that we 
become incapable of sin. This sinless condition of mind saves the 
personality and preserves the physical body as long as the spiritual 
man resides in it. 

Adam in the left side of the Heart Center reaches up toward the 
Throat Center, and the glorified Jesus Christ reaches down into the 
Throat Center from the Crown Center, which is above. The two, 
Father and Son, meet in the air, braid together, and Adam [Christ 
Jesus] is fortified. After this, Adam [Christ Jesus] goes back into the 
Right Side of the Heart center, where Satan is, to rescue his Ox, the 
personality that He is resurrected in. 

Are you familiar with the way a mountain climber ties a rope around 
himself and clips that rope to the main rig, or how a deep sea diver 
is connected to the boat that he dives from by a rope? They tie 
themselves to the line which could save their life in an emergency. 

Well, Adam [Christ Jesus] does the same thing. He ties himself to 
the glorified Jesus Christ [Spirit of Elijah], His anchor in the higher 
centers, who can pull Him out of the Right side of the Heart Center 
should he become trapped under the sea that covers it. This is the 
meaning of fortification. The Fortified Adam is Adam [Christ 
Jesus] in the individual, married to the Spirit of Elijah [the glorified 
Jesus Christ]. 
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But, even if Adam [Christ Jesus] rises from the dead within us and 
ascends to that high place where He dominates Satan (who can no 
longer control or hurt him), Satan continues to torment the Woman 
(our emotions), who is still in the right side of the heart center. 

The resurrected Adam [Christ Jesus] in the Left Side of the Heart 
Center is free, but he is married to that Ox (personality), his 
emotional side, who is still under the dominion of Satan. Satan 
torments the woman, the wife of Adam [Christ Jesus], in the hope 
of regaining control over Adam [Christ Jesus], the woman’s 
righteous male mind. 

 Rev 12:13 

13 AND WHEN THE DRAGON SAW THAT HE WAS CAST 
UNTO THE EARTH, HE PERSECUTED THE WOMAN WHICH 
BROUGHT FORTH THE MAN CHILD.  KJV 

We cannot stay in this condition forever. Everyone who is ascending 
spiritually in their consciousness and is still tormented in their 
emotions, knows the truth of this. We have to save our emotional 
animal (personality) from Satan’s influence, because continuous 
pain, pleasure and tumultuous emotional upheaval, will bring Adam 
[Christ Jesus], our rational mind, under Satan’s dominion, and then 
Satan will draw our consciousness back into the lower centers, 
which is spiritual death. 

So Abel [Christ] escapes from Satan’s influence and increases into 
the resurrected Adam [Christ Jesus], who hooks himself up to the 
Spirit of Elijah [the glorified Jesus Christ], and becomes very strong. 
The Alternate Translation of Ezekiel, Chapter 1 says that Adam 
[Christ Jesus] becomes terrifyingly strong, and then goes back 
under the sea to rescue his emotional animal (personality). 

We read about this warfare in the Alternate Translation of Ezekiel, 
Chapter 1, which gives a lot of details as to how the Fortified Adam 
[Christ Jesus] wages war against Satan and Leviathan, and what He 
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actually does to rescue His emotional animal (personality), and raise 
her up into the Brow Center which is His home. I hope I have made 
it clear that it is Adam [Christ Jesus’] spiritual Ox (personality) that 
is being saved. The Ox is a very scriptural term. 

Luke 12.33 – AT: . . . but the [lower] heaven where that 
thief, Satan, joins herself to Abel's breath of life, AND 
THE FIERY SERPENT CONSUMES THE OX, is not 
failing, (ATB) 

 

Luke 12.29 – AT:  Because you worship THE FIERY 
SERPENT, WHO IS DEVOURING YOU[R OX], and 
strengthen Satan, instead of Christ. (ATB) 
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THE FIERY SERPENT, LEVIATHAN, 
SATAN 

 

Leviathan and the fiery serpent, the Primordial Serpent’s teeth in the 
individual, are feeding off of the positive energy that gives us 
consciousness in this world. Leviathan, the collective subconscious 
mind of mortal man, is a sea serpent who dwells in the sea of the 
astral plane, and the fiery serpent, the personal subconscious mind 
of the individual mortal man, is the serpent in the Earth of the etheric 
part of the physical body. 

The collective fiery serpent is the mortal foundation of humanity. 
She is found in every human being, and each fiery serpent is one of 
Leviathan, the sea serpent’s, tentacles.  

Leviathan is the Primordial Serpent’s upper tooth, and the fiery 
serpent is the Primordial Serpent’s lower tooth. 

The fiery serpent is a spiritual parasite who feeds off of the Ox 
[personality’s] positive energy, and emits a by-product called 
spiritual urine. We have known for a long time now that Satan is 
the spiritual urine of the Creation, but, until now, we did not know 
why the Scripture calls Satan by that name. 

The production of spiritual urine, via the fiery serpent, can be 
likened to the respiration of trees and plants which breathe in carbon 
dioxide and breathe out Oxygen. In a similar manner, the fiery 
serpent consumes the Ox’s positive energy and emits the negative 
energy called Satan. 
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Now, the plants and the trees do a service to mankind because we 
need the Oxygen, but the fiery serpents indwelling the personalities 
of mortal man are spiritual parasites who consume the energy we 
need to survive, and replace it with spiritual poison.  

The activity of the fiery serpents within mortal man can be likened 
to the trees and the plants of this world consuming Oxygen and 
breathing out carbon dioxide. We would die if that happened. 

We discovered an Alternate Translation in the New Testament that 
describes Satan as the spiritual dog that defends Leviathan against 
Adam [Christ Jesus], who is appointed to break the teeth of 
[Leviathan and the fiery serpent], who are devouring Adam’s Ox. 

The images of our drawings today should look familiar to you, 
except for a couple of changes. I’ve divided the Heart Center, which 
is in the middle, into two parts. The Heart Center is usually called 
the fourth center, but the Lord has told us, as the Body of Christ, that 
there are really two Heart Centers, each of which is in a parallel 
dimension. 

It’s not too clear in drawing # 1 because the drawing is pretty busy, 
but you have other drawings where I actually drew a line around the 
Kingdom of Darkness showing the Right Side of the Heart Center 
at the top of Leviathan’s Spiritual City. If you draw an imaginary 
line around the Right Side of the Heart Center and the three lower 
centers where Leviathan, the Ox, and the fiery Serpent are, you can 
see Leviathan’s Spiritual City, with the Right Side of the Heart 
Center at the top. 

Then, above the fiery Serpent, the Ox, Leviathan, and the Right Side 
of the Heart Center, we have a parallel Spiritual City, Jerusalem, of 
which the Left Side of the Heart Center is the foundation. Above the 
Left Side of the Heart Center we have the 5th, 6th, and 7th centers, 
which are the Throat Center, the Center between the Eyebrows, and 
the Crown Center. 
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So we see that there are two Spiritual Cities. The Heart Center is the 
lowest center of the Spiritual City of God, but the highest center of 
the Spiritual City of Darkness, and that the two Heart Centers, which 
exist in parallel dimensions, touch each other. 

This is another way of expressing the spiritual concept of the Left 
and Right Sides of the Heart Center.  

The Devil 

We discovered that Ashtoreth is in mortal man’s Heart Center when 
we translated the Book of Jonah, and now we find that the Right 
Side of the Heart Center belongs to the Kingdom of Darkness. 

The fiery serpent consumes the Ox (personality) which she is 
inhabiting, and emits Satan, who engraves the Ox (personality) with 
the Primordial Serpent’s nature. Then, an idol, or a mind, which is a 
conscious embodiment of the Primordial Serpent, appears and 
weaves itself together with the Ox (personality). 

The idol (the Primordial Serpent’s mind) 

and the Ox (personality) 

appear together in the Heart Center 

of the Kingdom of Darkness, 

as Ashtoreth (in the Old Testament) 

and the Devil (in the New Testament). 

 Eze 14:7 

 7 FOR EVERY ONE OF THE HOUSE OF ISRAEL, OR OF THE 
STRANGER THAT SOJOURNETH IN ISRAEL, WHICH SEPARATETH 
HIMSELF FROM ME, AND SETTETH UP HIS IDOLS IN HIS HEART, 
AND PUTTETH THE STUMBLINGBLOCK OF HIS INIQUITY BEFORE 
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HIS FACE, AND COMETH TO A PROPHET TO ENQUIRE OF HIM 
CONCERNING ME; I THE LORD WILL ANSWER HIM BY MYSELF:  
KJV 

The Primordial Serpent has two teeth, Leviathan and the fiery 
serpent. Leviathan, the Primordial Serpent’s Captain, plays in the 
astral plane, Satan’s energy sea, and is the counterpart of the 
Fortified Adam [Christ Jesus] in the Kingdom of Darkness.  

For the purpose of understanding Leviathan’s relationship to mortal 
man, we can liken Leviathan to a spiritual octopus, whose many 
tentacles are penetrating our physical world. Leviathan’s tentacles, 
known both collectively and individually as the fiery serpent, are 
subordinate to Leviathan, their head, yet each fiery serpent indwells 
a single personality and has an individual consciousness. The fiery 
serpent is the spiritual parasite who feeds off of the positive energy 
of the personality that she is joined to. 

Animal flesh, as food, provides energy and sustains the physical 
body. We eat a steak, and, for all intents and purposes, the flesh of 
the animal, appears as the flesh of our own body. 

Likewise, the fiery serpent consumes the positive energy and 
spiritual flesh of the Ox (personality), and converts them into 
Satan’s negative energy (spiritual urine) and the flesh of Ashtoreth, 
the idol in the Lower Heart Center.  

The New Testament calls Ashtoreth the Devil, and the Old Man. 

 Matt 4:5, 8 

 5 THEN THE DEVIL TAKETH HIM UP INTO THE HOLY 
CITY, AND SETTETH HIM ON A PINNACLE OF THE TEMPLE, 

8 AGAIN, THE DEVIL TAKETH HIM UP INTO AN 
EXCEEDING HIGH MOUNTAIN, AND SHEWETH HIM ALL THE 
KINGDOMS OF THE WORLD, AND THE GLORY OF THEM;  KJV 
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 Eph 4:22 

 22 THAT YE PUT OFF CONCERNING THE FORMER 
CONVERSATION THE OLD MAN, WHICH IS CORRUPT ACCORDING 
TO THE DECEITFUL LUSTS;  KJV 

Our natural type is the breakdown of atoms and molecules, into two, 
three, or more, different elements, when heat is applied. The fiery 
Serpent and Leviathan consume the Ox (personality), her energy 
becomes Satan, and her flesh becomes Ashtoreth (the Devil). 

So, if you can hear it, Satan and Ashtoreth (the Devil) are really the 
Ox (personality) in a negative configuration. Now, when Adam 
[Christ Jesus], Jehovah’s High Priest, consumes, or braids together 
with, this same negative, spiritual Ox (fallen personality), the Ox 
(personality’s) energy, or spirit, is engraved with Jehovah’s 
immortal nature, and her flesh is joined to Adam [Christ Jesus], 
Jehovah’s immortal High Priest, and Adam’s Ox is saved. 

So, we see that the whole Lower Heart Center in fallen humanity is 
under Satan’s sea of negative energy, and occupied by evil idols 
which are negative expressions of the Civilized Man that Jehovah 
imagined.  But when Adam [Christ Jesus] joins with (consumes) 
the fallen nature of His Ox (personality), Satan’s sea is dried up, and 
the idols in the Lower Heart Center become cherubim engraved with 
the nature of God. 

Have you heard of Neptune, the god that Roman mythology calls 
the king of the sea? The myth that surrounds Neptune and his 
mermaids is based upon this spiritual truth about the occupants of 
the Lower Heart Center. Neptune, the God of the collective heart 
center of all of mortal humanity, is the entity we know as Leviathan, 
and the evil idols (Ashtoreth/the Devil) in the hearts of mortal man, 
are Neptune’s mermaids. Neptune (Leviathan) and the collective 
Ashtoreth/Devil (mermaids) play together in Satan’s energy sea, the 
unconscious part of the carnal mind of mortal man. 
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Ps 104:26 

26 THERE GO THE SHIPS: THERE IS THAT LEVIATHAN, 
WHOM THOU HAST MADE TO PLAY THEREIN.  KJV 

Should the Ox (personality) manifesting the nature of God succumb 
to sin, Satan, the fiery serpent’s waste product, the residue of the Ox 
(personality) that is consumed, ascends back into the Right Side of 
the Heart Center. Satan is energy, and her ascension can be likened 
to the gases that are released when heat is applied to atoms or 
molecules. 

I have drawn little dots around the Ox in the Lower Heart Center to 
indicate that Satan is generated as the Ox is consumed, and then 
ascends. The lines on the Right Side of the Heart Center signify the 
ascended Satan, who rises up from the lower centers like steam rises 
from boiling water. 

We discovered this principle in the Alternate Translation of Genesis, 
Chapter 1, where Jehovah warns Adam that the evil one desires to 
climb up and ascend above him. We now see a more detailed 
understanding of where Satan ascends from. 

So, we see that Satan covers the Lower Heart Center which is 
inhabited by the female goddess, Ashtoreth, sometimes called 
Astarte, who is worshiped by pagans all over the world. In the New 
Testament, Ashtoreth is called the Devil, the idol in mortal man’s 
Heart Center. 

The Primordial Serpent engraved Adam’s Ox with her own nature, 
and, together, they became the evil idol in mortal man’s heart. 

Eze 14:3 

 3 SON OF MAN, THESE MEN HAVE SET UP THEIR IDOLS IN 
THEIR HEART, AND PUT THE STUMBLINGBLOCK OF THEIR 
INIQUITY BEFORE THEIR FACE: SHOULD I BE ENQUIRED OF AT ALL 
BY THEM?  KJV 
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The Right Side of the Heart Center is the wet ground, because the 
Earth of it is the ocean bed of Satan’s sea. But the Left Side of the 
Heart Center, which is actually another dimension, the dimension of 
God, is the dry ground, where the resurrected Adam is.  

As I have explained previously, the Holy Spirit joins with the human 
spirit and Abel [Christ], Elohim’s mortal mind, begins to rise from 
the dead and ascend towards the Right Side of the Heart Center, 
which is dominated by Satan and the Devil. 

Mortal man is a Civilized Man when his personality agrees with the 
mind of Christ (Abel), or a devil, or wild animal, when his 
personality agrees with his carnal mind.  

So, Abel [Christ] rises from the dead on the Right Side of the Heart 
Center, and immediately begins to engage Satan and the Devil in a 
warfare to possess the whole (Left and Right Side of the) Heart 
Center. 

To clarify specific spiritual principles, more than one name can be a 
attributed to each aspect of mortal man. I can say, Satan and the 
Devil or the carnal mind. Both are correct. I’m talking about 
different aspects of fallen man. 

Abel [Christ], strengthened by the Spirit of Elijah [the Lord Jesus 
Christ], is strong enough to overcome Satan and the Devil, because 
the Lord Jesus Christ is in the Seventh Center, which is the Crown 
Center. The Lord Jesus Christ communicates with Abel [Christ] 
through the personality that he is risen in, and strengthens Him. 
Abel, our new, righteous mind, is not strong enough to overcome 
Satan and the Devil without the help of the Lord Jesus. That’s why 
we need a Savior. 

We would never escape from this fallen world, which is hell, without 
the assistance of the Lord Jesus Christ, who reaches down to us from 
the higher centers, and without Abel [Christ], Adam’s root system, 
raised from the dead in us, because the Lord Jesus Christ will only 
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join with Adam [Christ Jesus]. The Lord Jesus Christ does not 
communicate with the carnal mind, so without these two helps, 
(Adam [Christ Jesus] and the Spirit of Elijah [the glorified Jesus 
Christ]) we would never ascend out of this fallen world. 

Now, Abel [Christ] was raised from the dead in Israel, and the Spirit 
of Elijah was in the Israelites’ higher centers, but the Ox 
(personalities) of the Israelites) did not agree with the resurrected 
Abel and the Spirit of Elijah that their mortal, sin nature should be 
exposed (confession), disabled (repentance by faith) and destroyed 
(experiential repentance). 

Abel’s blood cried out from under the ground after Cain killed him, 
so any part of the dead Abel that is in us, is underneath the ocean 
bed on the Right Side of the Heart Center. Abel [Christ] rises from 
the dead, appears on the Right Side of the Heart Center, and 
immediately begins to bring Cain, the devilish side of the Ox 
(personality) into submission. Remember, the Ox (personality) 
married to the carnal mind, is the Devil, or the Old Man. Cain is the 
conscious mind of the Old Man. Abel [Christ] is the conscious mind 
of the New Man. The Devil is both good and evil. Satan, the 
unconscious, emotional side of the Devil (Old Man) is the evil part. 
She is the Primordial Serpent's weapon, her vicious dog, whose job 
it is to control Adam’s Ox (personality) by nipping at her heels and 
biting her. Leviathan, the pride of man, is the good side of the Devil. 

Gen 4:10 

10 AND HE SAID, WHAT HAST THOU DONE? THE VOICE 
OF THY BROTHER'S BLOOD CRIETH UNTO ME FROM THE GROUND.  
KJV 

Gen 49:17 

 17 DAN SHALL BE A SERPENT BY THE WAY, AN ADDER IN 
THE PATH, THAT BITETH THE HORSE HEELS, SO THAT HIS RIDER 
SHALL FALL BACKWARD.  KJV 
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Abel [Christ] increases into Adam [Christ Jesus], our immortal 
mind, after He overcomes Satan, brings Cain into submission, and 
pierces through into the Left Side of the Heart Center. 

As I told you earlier in this message, the presence of an immortal 
mind does not make one immortal. The presence of Adam, [Christ 
Jesus], our immortal mind, within us, does not make us immortal. 
We experience immortality when Adam [Christ Jesus], our 
immortal mind, completely overshadows the evil idol (the devilish 
personality) on the Right Side of our Heart Center, and severs us 
from Leviathan (spiritual circumcision). But the Right Side of the 
Heart Center is the astral plane, where Satan, the negative energy of 
the Creation, protects Leviathan, the aspect of the Devil (Ashtoreth 
in the Old Testament) that has her teeth in Adam’s Ox (personality). 
Adam [Christ Jesus] can overcome Leviathan, but He is not strong 
enough to defeat Satan, although He continues to war against her, 
and hold her at Bay. The Fiery Eagle, which comes into existence 
when Adam [Christ Jesus] joins with the Spirit of Elijah [the 
glorified Jesus Christ], is Satan’s strong enemy. This Warrior Eagle 
pours out fire upon Satan’s sea, and boils it away. 

Abel brings Cain, the devilish side of the Ox (personality) into 
submission, the Spirit of Elijah (the glorified Jesus Christ) wars 
against Satan, and Adam [Christ Jesus] wars against Leviathan. As 
long as Adam [Christ Jesus] hides behind the Spirit of Elijah (the 
Lord Jesus Christ), He is victorious most of the time. In the event 
that the resurrected Adam [Christ Jesus] fails, the Spirit of Elijah 
(the glorified Jesus Christ), can reach down from the Crown Center, 
and raise Him from the dead, which starts the process all over again. 
Right? Right. 

I say the glorified Jesus can reach down, because deliverance from 
the Crown Center is conditional upon Adam [Christ Jesus] within 
the Ox (personality) crying out for help. It is possible for Adam to 
be so overcome by Leviathan’s pride, that He cannot cry out for 
help.
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SPIRITUAL ASCENSION 

 

Dry ground is, Scripturally speaking, the symbol for the Left Side 
of the Heart Center. The expression they crossed over dry shod, 
means that the Hebrew children overcame Satan. The unconscious 
part of the carnal mind of the Hebrew children pierced into the Left 
Side of the Heart Center, which is beyond Satan's grasp. They 
crossed over to the spiritual dry ground from where Adam [Christ 
Jesus], their righteous mind, can reach up towards the throat center, 
where He meets the Spirit of Elijah [the Lord Jesus Christ] in the 
air. It does not mean that the Hebrew children crossed the Red Sea 
or the Jordan River without getting their feet wet. 

1 Thes 4:17 

17 THEN WE WHICH ARE ALIVE AND REMAIN SHALL BE 
CAUGHT UP TOGETHER WITH THEM IN THE CLOUDS, TO MEET THE 
LORD IN THE AIR: AND SO SHALL WE EVER BE WITH THE LORD.  
KJV 

Adam, our immortal mind, can be likened to a spiritual wave who 
can expand, mentally, into the higher centers. He is not a single 
particle which is confined to one particular shape or form. 

We ascend by thinking towards the Lord Jesus Christ with the Mind 
of Christ. We reach up, brethren, by hearing this message, that there 
is a spiritual place for Christ Jesus to ascend to. This is what Jesus 
was talking about when he said I go to prepare place for you. He 
was saying that, in His glorified state, He can raise fallen humanity 
up into their higher centers, which would otherwise be inaccessible 
to them.  
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Jn 14:2-3 

2 IN MY FATHER'S HOUSE ARE MANY MANSIONS: IF IT 
WERE NOT SO, I WOULD HAVE TOLD YOU. I GO TO PREPARE A 
PLACE FOR YOU.  KJV 

3 AND IF I GO AND PREPARE A PLACE FOR YOU, I WILL COME 
AGAIN, AND RECEIVE YOU UNTO MYSELF; THAT WHERE I AM, 
THERE YE MAY BE ALSO.  KJV 

Jesus’ message to the Church is that there is a high spiritual place 
which is accessible to us through the Lord Jesus Christ, who wants 
us to ascend to that high place and experience it. Jesus is not holding 
anything back from us. He is up there in the higher planes of 
consciousness, forgiving our sins and reaching downward, to 
encourage and strengthen us to ascend.  

Adam [Christ Jesus] within us is our ability to reach up to the higher 
centers where the glorified Jesus is waiting to lay hold of Him, to 
nail us to that safe place. Wherefore, we can rise up and start over 
again as many times as we fail, because the Lord Jesus is 
permanently ascended to the higher planes of consciousness. 

The glorified Jesus is reaching down from the Seventh (Crown) 
Center, the resurrected Adam [Christ Jesus] reaches up from the 
fourth (Left Side of the Heart) Center, and the two meet in the air, 
which is the Fifth (Throat) Center, the high place where the Spiritual 
Warrior Eagle dwells. The Fortified Adam [Christ Jesus] is the 
Warrior Eagle in the Throat Center, and the Fiery Eagle in the Brow 
Center. 
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1 Thes 4:17 

17 THEN WE WHICH ARE ALIVE AND REMAIN SHALL BE 
CAUGHT UP TOGETHER WITH THEM IN THE CLOUDS, TO MEET THE 
LORD IN THE AIR: AND SO SHALL WE EVER BE WITH THE LORD.  
KJV 

The resurrected Adam [Christ Jesus] touches and braids together 
with the Spirit of Elijah [the glorified Jesus Christ], which fortifies 
Him, and metamorphoses Him into the Spiritual Warrior Eagle that 
inhabits the Ox (personality’s) Throat Center, from where He 
challenges Satan, the negative spiritual energy that controls Adam's 
emotional animal (personality) with pain and pleasure in the Right 
Side of the Heart Center. 

The resurrected Adam on the Left Side of the Heart Center has the 
strength to hold off Satan, the Primordial Serpent's wild dog, and to 
resist obeying her commands, but He is not strong enough to deliver 
His Ox (personality) from Satan's ox goad (pain and pleasure), or to 
boil Satan's sea away, which is Jehovah's ultimate judgment upon 
the negative energy of the Creation. The Warrior Eagle in the Throat 
Center delivers the Ox (personality) from responding to Satan’s 
ministry of pain and pleasure, and the Flying, Fiery Eagle in the 
Brow Center, boils Satan away. 

The King James Translation says that Elijah smote the Jordan and 
the river dried up, but the Interlinear text reveals that Elijah 
overcame death (his carnal mind). Elijah boiled away Satan’s sea of 
negative energy (his emotions), and converted the evil idol 
(Ashtoreth/Devil) in his Heart Center into a Cherub (Christ). 

 2 Kings 2:8 

 8 AND ELIJAH TOOK HIS MANTLE, AND WRAPPED IT 
TOGETHER, AND SMOTE THE WATERS, AND THEY WERE DIVIDED 
HITHER AND THITHER, SO THAT THEY TWO WENT OVER ON DRY 
GROUND.  KJV 
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 Eze 10:20-22 

20 THIS IS THE LIVING CREATURE THAT I SAW UNDER 
THE GOD OF ISRAEL BY THE RIVER OF CHEBAR; AND I KNEW 
THAT THEY WERE THE CHERUBIMS. 

21 EVERY ONE HAD FOUR FACES APIECE, AND EVERY 
ONE FOUR WINGS; AND THE LIKENESS OF THE HANDS OF A MAN 
WAS UNDER THEIR WINGS. 

22 AND THE LIKENESS OF THEIR FACES WAS THE SAME 
FACES WHICH I SAW BY THE RIVER OF CHEBAR, THEIR 
APPEARANCES AND THEMSELVES: THEY WENT EVERY ONE 
STRAIGHT FORWARD.  KJV 
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FIGHTING THE GOOD FIGHT OF FAITH 
 

We have had some teaching about Satan and Leviathan's behavior 
manifesting through the personality. Many people are surprised to 
find out that envy, rejection, and retaliation, arise out of Satan, the 
unconscious part of our carnal mind. We are all fallen, and 
everybody is capable of hurtful behavior, which is Satanic, although 
she is more active in some people than in others. Satan, the wild dog, 
is the Primordial Serpent's weapon that wounds, bites and cuts, 
which is exactly what envy, rejection and retaliation, etc. do to their 
victims. 

We must identify Satan's thoughts in our mind without condemning 
ourselves, and cast them down before they manifest as behavior. We 
cannot reject Satan if we fail to recognize her, and, if we don't kill 
Satan’s thoughts, we will never boil her away. Wherefore, it is 
essential that we learn how to perceive Satan’s suggestions in our 
mind. 
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WARRIOR EAGLE, FIERY EAGLE 
 

The three circles at the bottom of this drawing represent the lower 
centers where the fiery Serpent, the Ox and Leviathan are. I’ve 
drawn the lowest centers in a vertical line but, actually, the centers 
are on top of one another, and underneath the spiritual sea. 

We see Adam [Christ Jesus] fortified and reconnected to the whole 
Godhead above, ascending into the Throat Center where He 
becomes the Warrior Eagle who flies over the Right Side of the 
Heart Center to dominate the negative spiritual forces that defend it. 

The spiritual authority of the Fortified Adam [Christ Jesus], the 
Fiery Eagle in the Brow Center, is strong enough to defeat Satan 
and dry up her sea. The Fortified Adam ascended into the Brow 
Center flies over the Right Side of the Heart Center, and wars against 
Satan from above. 

The resurrected Adam [Christ Jesus] who is not yet reconnected to 
the Godhead above, stands across from Leviathan, on a parallel level 
of ascension. Of course, Adam is righteous, and Leviathan is 
unrighteous. I am talking about parallel levels of ascension. 

The Fortified Adam [Christ Jesus] in the Throat Center (the Warrior 
Eagle) is on a parallel level of ascension with Leviathan, but in a 
different, righteous dimension. The Fortified Adam [Christ Jesus] in 
the Brow Center (the Fiery Eagle) is higher than Satan, Leviathan 
and the Devil (Ashtoreth), and can dominate the Primordial 
Serpent's entire household, if he perseveres. But only the Fortified 
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Adam [Christ Jesus], the Fiery Eagle in the Brow Center, is strong 
enough to consume them.  

The Fortified Adam [Christ Jesus], the Warrior Eagle in the Throat 
Center, strengthens his Ox (personality) on the Right Side of the 
Heart Center to live out of His life, which is beyond Satan’s 
authority to promise pleasure and threaten pain. The Fiery Eagle in 
the Brow Center, covers the Ox (personality’s) sins, first by faith, 
and then, experientially, and eventually breaks Leviathan’s teeth and 
boils Satan away. 

Adam [Christ Jesus], our renewed Christ Consciousness, fluctuates 
intermittently between the Throat and Brow Centers during his 
ascent from Fortified Man, to the Supernatural Man who covers our 
evil side. 

The Fortified Adam [Christ Jesus] ascended into the Brow Center, 
is the Fiery Eagle that covers the Evil One within us. The Kingdom 
of Heaven will appears when Adam [Christ Jesus] covers our sin 
nature so consistently, that we are incapable of sin. But, before we 
can say that Adam [Christ Jesus] is the Fiery Eagle that covers our 
sin nature, Adam [Christ Jesus’] ascension into the Brow Center 
must endure (be permanent). 

 Luke 11:4 

 4 AND FORGIVE US OUR SINS; FOR WE ALSO FORGIVE 
EVERY ONE THAT IS INDEBTED TO US. AND LEAD US NOT INTO 
TEMPTATION; BUT DELIVER US FROM EVIL.  KJV 
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ASCENSION IN CONSCIOUSNESS 

Jesus And Eagles Wings 

Jehovah tells Moses that he was carried on eagle’s wings, and the 
Woman is given the wings of a great eagle. Now, what does that 
mean? The Eagle signifies Adam [Christ Jesus] in the Throat and 
Brow Centers, and the word pinnacle, which means high place, is a 
legitimate translation of the Hebrew word translated wings. 

 Ex 19:4 

 4 YE HAVE SEEN WHAT I DID UNTO THE EGYPTIANS, 
AND HOW I BARE YOU ON EAGLES' WINGS, AND BROUGHT YOU 
UNTO MYSELF.  KJV 

 Rev 12:14 

 14 AND TO THE WOMAN WERE GIVEN TWO WINGS OF A 
GREAT EAGLE, THAT SHE MIGHT FLY INTO THE WILDERNESS, 
INTO HER PLACE, WHERE SHE IS NOURISHED FOR A TIME, AND 
TIMES, AND HALF A TIME, FROM THE FACE OF THE SERPENT.  
KJV 

Now, this is very interesting, because in Luke says that Satan set 
Jesus on the pinnacle, meaning the high place, of the temple. Well, 
the Eagle inhabits two places, the Throat Center, and the Brow 
Center, so the high place of the Eagle’s two habitations would be 
the Brow Center, where the Supernatural Man is. 
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 Luke 4:9 

 9 AND HE BROUGHT HIM TO JERUSALEM, AND SET HIM 
ON A PINNACLE OF THE TEMPLE, AND SAID UNTO HIM, IF THOU 
BE THE SON OF GOD, CAST THYSELF DOWN FROM HENCE:  KJV 

This is the strongest witness that I’ve found in the King James 
Translation, that Jehovah’s deliverance for us through the Lord 
Jesus Christ, is the ascension of our consciousness into the Center 
between the Eyebrows. 

 Deut 11:18 

 18 THEREFORE SHALL YE LAY UP THESE MY WORDS IN 
YOUR HEART AND IN YOUR SOUL, AND BIND THEM FOR A SIGN 
UPON YOUR HAND, THAT THEY MAY BE AS FRONTLETS BETWEEN 
YOUR EYES.  KJV 

Now, the Lord will provide the necessities of this world, a job, food, 
medical care, etc., when there is no immediate opportunity to ascend 
into these high places, but mortal man’s ultimate deliverance is the 
ascension of Christ Jesus [Adam], our God consciousness, into the 
Center between the Eyebrows, the high place from where He covers, 
and smothers, the sin nature of the Ox (personality) that he is joined 
to. 

Jesus, the Christ, was able to say, no man can take My life, because 
Christ Jesus, His New Man, so completely covered the sin nature 
that Jesus, the mortal man, inherited from His mother, that Jesus, the 
Christ was incapable of sin. 

To Be Carried on Eagle’s Wings Means 
To Have Your Sin Nature Covered 

The poetic language of the King James Translation is beautiful, 
brethren, but we must know what the words mean, if we hope to live 
again. Jehovah’s deliverance for us is ascension in consciousness 
to a place where the Primordial Serpent (and the members of her 
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household) cannot control us, which place is accessible only through 
the righteousness of the Lord Jesus Christ. We must also be willing 
to face our own sin nature, and wage the warfare that drives Satan 
and Leviathan down under the authority of the Covering Eagle 
within us. 

 
 

KINGDOM OF GOD, KINGDOM OF 
HEAVEN 

 

The resurrected Adam [Christ Jesus], our righteous mind on the Left 
Side of the Heart Center, is the Kingdom of God. The Kingdom of 
Heaven, where we become a supernatural man, is in the Brow 
Center. 

We must escape from Satan’s domination to enter into the Kingdom 
of God, and then ascend into the Center between the Eyebrows, from 
where the Fortified Adam [Christ Jesus] so fully dominates the 
carnal mind that the two minds are bound together as one mind, with 
Adam [Christ Jesus] dominating the carnal mind. 

 Ps 118:27 

 27 GOD IS THE LORD, WHICH HATH SHEWED US LIGHT: 
BIND THE SACRIFICE WITH CORDS, EVEN UNTO THE HORNS OF 
THE ALTAR.  KJV 

The Fortified Adam [Christ Jesus] in the Brow Center of a man who 
crushes his carnal mind so completely that he is incapable of sin, is 
the righteous, compound mind called the Kingdom of Heaven. 

The glorified Adam, in the person of the Lord Jesus Christ, ascended 
into the Crown Center and became Prince of the whole Earth. 
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 Is 9:6 

 6 FOR UNTO US A CHILD IS BORN, UNTO US A SON IS 
GIVEN: AND THE GOVERNMENT SHALL BE UPON HIS SHOULDER: 
AND HIS NAME SHALL BE CALLED WONDERFUL, COUNSELLOR, 
THE MIGHTY GOD, THE EVERLASTING FATHER, THE PRINCE OF 
PEACE.  KJV 
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TWO KINGDOMS, TWO RESURRECTIONS 
 

There are two Kingdoms, one above and one below, and there is a 
false Center between the Eyebrows, which is in the Lower Kingdom. 
Don’t be deceived. You cannot tell which Kingdom anyone is living 
out of by the way they look. The Brow Center of the Upper Kingdom 
can only be accessed through a personal relationship with Jesus 
Christ. 

There are two resurrections, one of the just, and one of the unjust. 
The false ascension manifests as spiritual experiences that convince 
spiritually unsophisticated people that they have ascended into the 
Brow Center of the righteous Timeline. But, the reality is that they 
have ascended into the Brow Center of a parallel world in another 
dimension. The world below is called Satan’s Seat, and the Ox 
(personality) whose consciousness is joined to that world, dies from 
generation to generation. 

 Acts 24:15 

 15 AND HAVE HOPE TOWARD GOD, WHICH THEY 
THEMSELVES ALSO ALLOW, THAT THERE SHALL BE A 
RESURRECTION OF THE DEAD, BOTH OF THE JUST AND UNJUST.  
KJV 
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS 
 

QUESTION:  What hope is there before Abel rises? 

ANSWER: All of humanity is subject to the Sowing and Reaping 
Judgment, which is unto destruction. What goes around, comes 
around. The Church is subject to this same Sowing and Reaping 
Judgment as the unbeliever, until Christ Jesus matures within them 
and ministers the Corrective (White Throne) Judgment, which stops 
Satan’s destruction. In the meantime, the Holy Spirit can help you 
to migrate from an evil to a good lifestyle. 

For example, on a scale of 1-10, where a score of 1-5 is evil, and a 
score of 6-10 is good, should you increase from a 4, which is on the 
evil side of the scale, to a 7, which is on the good side of the scale, 
the balance of the blessings and curses affecting your life will be 
proportionately readjusted. 

You don’t have to be a mass murderer to be evil by the God’s 
standard.  God’s definition of an evil person, is one who engages in 
illegal spiritual activities in the astral plane (the unconscious mind). 
Most people don’t know that envy manifesting in the astral plane 
(the unconscious mind), for example, is a form of mental witchcraft 
that can wound, and even cause illness and death  

Let’s say that an envious person who has received the Holy Ghost 
now understands that it is wrong to agree with the envy that rises out 
of her unconscious mind. She could reason within herself saying, I 
now know that it’s wrong to envy people or things, so I choose to 
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resist that thought in my mind. Such a response to sin in the mind is 
acceptable to God. 

Psychiatrists can help, but, in such a case, the strength to resist 
envious thoughts arises out of one’s own carnal mind. It does not 
come from the Holy Spirit. Genuine change that arises out of a 
source other than Christ Jesus is a reality, but does not produce an 
opportunity to ascend into the Kingdom of God. The psychiatric 
patient can improve his life in this world and sow good Seeds for his 
descendants, but the Kingdom of God is not an option. 

Many believers who are experiencing the spiritual migration from 
evil to goodness think that their nature has changed when their 
behavior improves, because it is very difficult for someone who is 
leading a good life, that is, going to Church, praying regularly, 
tithing and doing other sundry good deeds, to comprehend that they 
are still Satan’s personality (Ox). 

This is the problem that the Pharisees had, and still have, today. 
Jesus explained how much easier it is for criminals to ascend into 
righteousness, because Pharisees look at their behavior rather than 
the hidden sins of their heart. Pharisees simply cannot believe that, 
as far as eternal life is concerned, they are in the same desperate 
condition as the prostitute and the drunkard. 

QUESTION: What do you fight with before Abel is risen from the 
dead? 

ANSWER: We receive a measure of power with the Holy Spirit, 
but what are you trying to accomplish? There is healing and 
deliverance in the Holy Spirit. If you recognize a negative quality 
rising up within you no matter how much you determine to resist it, 
Old Order Deliverance empowers you to overcome that character 
defect by casting out the demon causing the problem.  

If you can’t stop a particular behavior, drinking, drugging, or talking 
out of turn, for example, the Old Order Deliverance Ministry of the 
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Holy Spirit will give you the strength to stop. In the past, before you 
submitted yourself to Deliverance, you would have failed to resist 
the driving compulsion no matter how hard you tried. But now that 
the demon causing the compulsion is cast out of you, you can rise 
up against, and resist, the spiritual enemy in your mind. The 
potential for the destructive behavior still exists, but you now have 
the strength to resist the destructive potential. You have become an 
overcomer. 

New Order Deliverance roots out and destroys the destructive 
potential, and that strength lies in the Fortified Adam [the Mind of 
Christ]. 

So, the difference between fighting with the Holy Spirit and fighting 
with Adam [the Mind of Christ] is that: 

The Holy Spirit gives the fighters who are willing to fight the fight, 
dominion over their character defect. 

Adam [the Mind of Christ] imparts the strength to utterly destroy 
the character flaw. 

Old Order Deliverance improves your personality, 

New Order Deliverance reforms your personality. 

Old Order Deliverance socializes you. 

New Order Deliverance renews your mind, and gives you the 
opportunity to become a supernatural man. 

QUESTION: Am I to understand that King Adam, the spiritual 
body in the Crown Center, is the person who has reached there 
because they lived a righteous life? To me, it seems strange that they 
should be higher than the Covering Eagle in the Brow Center, 
because you taught that Jesus is in the Brow Center. 
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ANSWER: The term King signifies authority over a Kingdom. The 
Resurrected Adam becomes King Adam after He defeats Satan and 
dominates the whole (Left and Right sides of) the Heart Center. 

Our New Man, Christ Jesus, resides in the Brow Center, and is one 
with God, who is beyond the Seventh (Crown) Center. The glorified 
Jesus Christ [the Spirit of Elijah] reaches down to Christ Jesus, in 
the Sixth (Brow) Center, and joins with (Fortifies) Him. 

Remember, the glorified Jesus Christ is sending forth an aspect of 
Himself to join with Christ Jesus in the individual. The natural type 
of this, is a physical man extending his hand into a hole that a little 
boy is trapped in, to rescue him.   

Also, the man whose Evil Inclination is covered by the Fiery Eagle, 
is a Supernatural Man, and no man can take his life. But the Evil 
Inclination is utterly destroyed only after we are glorified, that is, 
only after we are liberated from this vile flesh body. 

QUESTION: In other words, Jesus is above the Crown Center with 
God? 

ANSWER: Yes, Jesus is beyond the Crown Center. I don’t have 
much information about that right now, but the man whose 
consciousness has ascended to the Crown Center is in this same 
condition that Jesus was in when He appeared to Thomas. The 
resurrected Jesus is a Spiritual Man who can take any form that He 
wants to. Jesus became a shapeshifter. 
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 Jn 20:26-29 

26 AT THAT DAY YE SHALL ASK IN MY NAME: AND I SAY 
NOT UNTO YOU, THAT I WILL PRAY THE FATHER FOR YOU: 

  
27 FOR THE FATHER HIMSELF LOVETH YOU, BECAUSE 

YE HAVE LOVED ME, AND HAVE BELIEVED THAT I CAME OUT 
FROM GOD. 
 

28 I CAME FORTH FROM THE FATHER, AND AM COME 
INTO THE WORLD: AGAIN, I LEAVE THE WORLD, AND GO TO THE 
FATHER. 

29 HIS DISCIPLES SAID UNTO HIM, LO, NOW SPEAKEST 
THOU PLAINLY, AND SPEAKEST NO PROVERB.  KJV 

 

QUESTION: Not glorified, yet in a spiritual body? 

ANSWER: I don’t have all answers on this subject, but the way I 
see it at this time, is that the man who lives out of the Crown Center 
is a Spiritual Man who no longer needs a physical body to survive.  

The resurrected Jesus typifies the Spiritual Man who dwells in the 
Crown Center. He walked, talked and lived among men as a single, 
Spiritual Man, but Jesus gave up his individual, spiritual form, so 
that he could be sown as the spiritual Virile Seed that is raising fallen 
humanity from the dead.  

Today, Jesus is living higher than a Spiritual Man who has ascended 
into the Crown Center, and will eventually appear in his offspring, 
as a many-membered Magnificent Man. 

I believe that both the Spiritual Man and the Glorified Man are 
emancipated from the physical body, but I don’t know whether the 
two terms are interchangeable. In any event, I do know that the 
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Scripture assigns a new name every time there is a change. This 
being the case, it is possible that the term glorified signifies a 
spiritual man who has given up his individual form so that he can 
reproduce himself, and appear in many offspring. 

COMMENT: I haven’t been here for a while, but earlier drawings 
show the fiery serpent, then Leviathan, and then the Ox in the third 
center. But this drawing shows the Ox in the second center. 

RESPONSE: Yes, that is true. I am always making changes. Today 
I have drawn the Ox is between the fiery Serpent, Satan’s lower 
tooth, and Leviathan, Satan’s upper tooth, to show that they are 
consuming the Ox. 

We have received some new revelation today which indicates that 
Satan, the spiritual urine, is not the only byproduct of the Ox that is 
consumed by the principalities of the Other Side. A negative, or an 
evil, form of the Ox (personality) appears, in addition to Satan, and 
reigns as Queen (Ashtoreth/Devil) over the occupied Heart Center. 

So we see that the Right Side of Heart Center is inhabited by Satan, 
the negative, male energy, and Ashtoreth (the Devil in the New 
Testament), his Queen. And this is how the Primordial Serpent is 
appearing as Satan and the Devil in this present world. 

 Rev 12:9 

 9 AND THE GREAT DRAGON WAS CAST OUT, THAT OLD 
SERPENT, CALLED THE DEVIL, AND SATAN, WHICH DECEIVETH 
THE WHOLE WORLD: HE WAS CAST OUT INTO THE EARTH, AND 
HIS ANGELS WERE CAST OUT WITH HIM.  KJV 

What’s really interesting is that I spent some time this past week 
reading a Hindu book on this same subject. I’m sorry if that offends 
you, but I do read Hindu books from time to time, and sometimes 
the Lord witnesses to a spiritual truth that I was previously unaware 
of. 
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So, I was reading a Hindu book this week and, first off, I found 
witnesses to two spiritual principles that the Lord had shown me by 
revelation.  

The Heart Center Is A Spiritual Airport 

The Lord had been giving me dreams about airports for the past six 
months, and when I prayed for revelation, He told me that the Heart 
Center is a spiritual airport that believers must ascend to before they 
can ascend into the higher centers. 

Some people spend their whole life in bondage to addictions, 
alcoholism, homosexuality, material and sexual lust, prostitution, 
etc., in the lower centers. Unless they can rise into their Heart 
Center, they will never ascend into the higher centers, because the 
Heart Center is the airport that we ascend from. 

I can’t recall the exact words that I found in the Hindu book, but it 
said the same thing, that unless you can get to the Heart Center, you 
cannot ascend into the higher centers. 

Hindus have a lot of spiritual truth that they implement in a parallel 
universe, which does not arise out of Christ. This should not surprise 
those of us who know that the Primordial Serpent stole Adam=s 
breath of life, reformed Elohim’s Civilized Man into a wild animal 
with the Primordial Serpent’s nature, and incarnated this mortal 
world. Wherefore, aspects of the essential spiritual wisdom that was 
in Adam before the fall, can appear in any religion. 
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Out-Of-Body Experiences 
 

I noticed one aspect that I do not believe we will ever see in Christ 
Jesus. According to this book, it is possible for one’s consciousness 
to ascend to a point where the body goes into a state of dormancy, 
where it becomes stiff and cold, and appears to be dead, but the inner 
man is not dead. His consciousness is passed into another 
dimension.  

This experience seems undesirable to me, because, if the body were 
killed while the inner man was separated from it, the personality 
would die also. This leads me to believe that such an experience is 
associated with Satan’s parallel universe, rather than with Christ 
Jesus. 

What about Lazarus? 

Jn 11:11-14 
 

11 THESE THINGS SAID HE: AND AFTER THAT HE SAITH UNTO 
THEM, OUR FRIEND LAZARUS SLEEPETH; BUT I GO, THAT I MAY AWAKE 
HIM OUT OF SLEEP. 

 
12 THEN SAID HIS DISCIPLES, LORD, IF HE SLEEP, HE 

SHALL DO WELL. 
 
13 HOWBEIT JESUS SPAKE OF HIS DEATH: BUT THEY 

THOUGHT THAT HE HAD SPOKEN OF TAKING OF REST IN SLEEP. 

14 THEN SAID JESUS UNTO THEM PLAINLY, LAZARUS IS 
DEAD.  KJV 

I believe that Lazarus’ consciousness separated from his body, and 
that Lazarus would have died if Jesus had not rescued him. But, this 
just proves to me that the experience is ungodly. 
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On the other hand, I think the separation of a man’s consciousness 
from his body is a counterfeit of a real experience in Christ Jesus: 

Christ Jesus, the Spiritual Man living within a personality (his Ox), 
can manifest three distinct levels of Ministry in Christ Jesus: 

 1) In unison with the personality (Ox), through the 
personality’s conscious spiritual, intellectual and verbal 
participation, or 

2) As a distinct entity, whose activities are completely 
hidden from the personality, or 

3) In unison with the personality, beyond the space-time 
continuum, in which event the physical body and an aspect of the 
personality continue to function in space-time. 

My guess is that Lazarus sought after, and had, a spiritual experience 
beyond the space-time continuum through his carnal mind, rather 
than through his Christ mind. Either Lazarus’ physical body only 
appeared to have died, or Lazarus got stuck in inner space, and 
would have really died, if Jesus had not rescued him. 

It is interesting to note that there is no reference in the Scripture to 
any offensive odor actually accompanying Lazarus’ resurrection, 
despite Martha’s expectation thereof. 

 Jn 11:39 

 39 JESUS SAID, TAKE YE AWAY THE STONE. MARTHA, 
THE SISTER OF HIM THAT WAS DEAD, SAITH UNTO HIM, LORD, BY 
THIS TIME HE STINKETH: FOR HE HATH BEEN DEAD FOUR DAYS.  
KJV 
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The Other Side Of Glorification 
 

The Hindu literature also talks about ascending to an even higher 
state, where we pass out of the body completely, and become one 
with the Serpent. (Hinduism does not deny that the Serpent is their 
god, and Hindus do not have any problem worshiping her.) 

It is very possible that the first ones to ascend into spiritual bodies 
will be walking among the rest of humanity for a long time, since it 
could take thousands of years to reconcile the whole human race to 
Jesus Christ.  

Spiritual Symbols 

It is also very interesting that some Hindu symbols are the exact 
opposite of ours. The Scripture teaches that the north is where Satan 
abides, for example, and that the south is the visible spiritual world. 
But this Hindu writer says the exact opposite, that the north is the 
home of god. And, actually, he is correct, because to the Hindus, the 
Serpent is God. So they have a lot of interesting information which, 
when applied to their parallel universe, is correct. 

Why? 

For those who would like to know why I would discuss Hindu 
ascension at a Christ-centered meeting, my answer is that 
knowledge which can serve as a basis for comparison, is very 
valuable. 

 Cor 11:1 

 1FOR THERE MUST BE ALSO HERESIES AMONG YOU, 
THAT THEY WHICH ARE APPROVED MAY BE MADE MANIFEST 
AMONG YOU.  KJV 
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